


Welcome to 
Module 3



Let’s refresh 
memories first!











Mobile Academy 2017

Module 1
Mobile Wake Up  

Module 2
Mobile Masterclass  

Conversion Workshop
Speed Hackathon

Module 3
Mobile: Build for the future 



Build for the future



Kick off
Stay Fast - Stay Engaged Karen Persøe - Google
Work session on Assets

Future of Search Martin Stenner - Google
Work session on Advertising & Audience

Mobile Measurement Thomas Bering - Google
Work session on Measurement

How to organize for mobile growth? Peter Scharff - Google
Work session on People & Org

Closing & Graduation
Light Lunch

Program



But first, quiz time!



Join the quiz!
Go to: www.macademy17.com 

Code: Class

http://www.macademy17.nl




Stay fast - Stay engaged
Karen Persøe - Google



Think mobile only, not mobile first





Users generally have a poor experience on mobile

Excellent Good Fair

Poor

9.5s

3s 5s 8s

testmysite.withgoogle.com
Source: Think With Google - September 2017

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-154/insights-inspiration/industry-perspectives/european-mobile-speed-rankings-are-how-does-your-site-compare/
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The web offers great discovery, but engagement is low
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Mobile webApps

What if we could have high engagement and high discovery



Focus on the user,
and everything else will follow 
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Start with a search Explore the category, pick your favorite
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See that it’s out of stock Ask to be notified Stay up-to-date
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User loses connection But continues exploring... ...even with no reception
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Get notified by the website Add to cart Checkout your basket Get signed in automatically
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Re-engage on the goAccess with easeOne tap to pay Add to homescreen



The web does not meet 
can exceed user expectations today.



Connect your personal 
account

Use Google Assistant to buy

Buy without any screens

What if: there is no screen?

Source: Expedia.com/alexa - Official Google Blog - August 2017

https://www.expedia.com/alexa
https://www.blog.google/products/assistant/shop-walmart-and-more-your-favorite-stores-faster/


 
Radically improving mWeb experiences

Acquisition Engagement Conversion Retention

Seamless Sign-In

One Tap Checkout

Add to homescreen

Accelerated Mobile Pages

Push Notifications

Progressive Web Apps



Average DK Website Average AMP page

9.5 s

<0.5 s

Source: Think With Google - September 2017;  ampproject.org

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-154/insights-inspiration/industry-perspectives/european-mobile-speed-rankings-are-how-does-your-site-compare/


Source: AdWords Blog September 2017



Source: ampproject.org - https://www.ampproject.org/case-studies/greenweez/



80% of development 
teams build an AMP 
Landing Page <1 week.



I The AMP* Solution
Accelerated Mobile Pages,  for ecommerce 

Floryday spent 2 weeks implement AMP 
pages, started the deployment of AMP in 
September, starting with the homepage, 
then with category and product pages. 

“AMP+Ad truly help us improving bounce rate and conversion rate 
on our mobile platform, thanks for Google team’s helping on this 

which also develop our IT team as well ” 

Floryday General Manager 

*AMP (Accelerated Mobile Pages) : more info

https://www.ampproject.org/learn/overview/


I

Floryday bounce rate drop 
10% after AMP page 

launched

Floryday mobile conversion 
rate increased by 43% via 

AMP + AdWords

Results 
From 14.9 to a 1.7 second mobile page load time

-10% +43%
Bounce Rate mCvR



Let’s put this to work!



Future Of Search
Martin Stenner - Google
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“The perfect search engine should 
understand exactly what you mean and 
give you back exactly what you need.”

- Larry Page



Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem

Proprietary + Confidential



Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem

Proprietary + Confidential

 50% occurring on mobile

Trillions of searches per year

Source: Google Performance Summit  2016
Think With Google



Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem
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But the revolution 
is just beginning



“In the next 10 years, we’ll shift 
to a world that is AI-first”
— Sundar Pichai, CEO Google



Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem

Proprietary + Confidential

Computing 
becomes 
universally 
available



26
Source: A Guide to the Internet of Things, IDC, Intel, United Nations, 2016. 



Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem
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Human 
computer 
interaction 
becomes 
more intuitive



We’re already seeing a second revolution linked to mobile 
phones



Next to voice search, image search is also becoming more 
popular

Black Chairs Tv furniture



Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem

Proprietary + Confidential

Products with 
AI will offer 
more 
intelligent, 
delightful 
experiences



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLoSnBK9l7c
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How does the switch to AI first impact 
your marketing activities?



Search Engine Advertising

Keywords

Keyword 2
Keyword 1

Keyword 3

Ads Bids

CPC



What do I need to think about when getting a mortgage?

How much interest on average do people pay for a 
mortgage? 

Where’s the closest bank where I can get mortgage advice? 

Voice & Image Search will change the way we look for 
information

Image 
Search

Voice 
Search



b

Operating 
system

Browser

Device 
type

Audience 
segment

Ad 
characteristics

Language

Extensions

Conversion 
rate

Conversion
path

Search network 
partner

Demographics

Device

Day of week

InterestsLocations

Time

Keyword 
bids



We can no longer effectively manage our search 
campaigns manually

Keywords

Keyword 2
Keyword 1

Keyword 3

Ads Bids

CPC

Advertise based on website or product feeds Automate your bidding



Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem
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Smart suite of ad products

Automate your targeting: 
● Dynamic Search Ads
● Shopping Ads

Automate your bidding: 
● Smart Bidding
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What do you need to remember?
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FROM DESKTOP 
FIRST 

TO AI
FIRST

TO MOBILE 
FIRST 

AI
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Smarter marketing campaigns

Proprietary + Confidential

Computer Performance Human Insights

Combine the power of AI with human insights to make your 
marketing even smarter 



Let’s put this to work!



Measurement for Growth
Thomas Bering - Google
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FOCUS ON CUSTOMER VALUE
Value customers, don’t just count them
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CPA: 150DKK
CLV: 145DKK

CPA: 150DKK
CLV: 155DKK
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Say there are
11 reachable potential 

clients
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How many of those potential clients
will you try to acquire?
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Total Profit vs. Ad Spend Efficiency*

?
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© Google Inc. 2016. All rights reserved.

Marketers who tie 
performance to 
business objectives 

3x more likely to 
hit their goals 
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Do you know the value of your 
customer segments, and are you using 

that information to inform and attribute 
your marketing strategy and tactics?
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TREAT SEGMENTS DIFFERENTLY
Don’t market to the average
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Conventional metrics do not reflect the 
long-term differential value of mobile, 
multi-channel customers

Mobile app-users spend 6x 
more than non-app users6X
Mobile-users are 5x more 
valuable than non-mobile users5X
Multi-channel (including mobile) 
customers spend 3x more than 
store-only customers

Multi-channel (including mobile) 
customers spend 8x more than 
single-channel customers

8X

3X

Source: Google Micro-moments; Google “Rethink measurement for growth” (Sept 2016)

MEASUREMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES
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Source: Behavioral economics. Gallup, gallup.com

85%
Organizations that leverage customer 
behavioral insights outperform peers by 

in sales growth
25%+
in gross margin 

and

http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights/capturing-value-from-your-customer-data?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck-oth-1703
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What:
● Develop accurate understanding of marketing 

efforts’ impact on bottom line
● Refine optimisation techniques to attain comp. adv

How:
● Used Google UA measurement protocol
● Moved beyond single device attribution 
● Shifted from CPA to profit-driven optimisation
● Multiple signals to understand mobile impact

“... Revenue has increased by 111%, while 
return on investment has grown by an 

impressive 59%...”



Confidential + ProprietaryProprietary + Confidential
Source: Google/Econsultancy, Marketing and Measurement Survey, 2017 

50%
more likely to increase investments 
in capabilities like machine learning 

to predict customer needs

Leading marketers are
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“There will always be gaps in the data connecting 
people, channels and devices”

ESTIMATES

Leaders are 3x as likely to strongly agree that there will always 
be gaps in the data connecting people, channels and devices.

MAINSTREAM  LEADERS

13%

39%

3X
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What new customer 
insights could we unlock by 
combining and measuring our 
customer data differently?



Let’s put this to work!



People & Organization
Peter Scharff - Google



The challenge

Fast
What would it take to make 

things instant?

ConvenientRelevant
What would it take to make 

things friction-free?
What would it take to make 

things personal at scale?



A customer-first company 
walks its customer's shoes 

every week using your 
mobile?



Move everything in parallel to avoid snapbacks based on 
interdependencies

Vision and leadership
Without executive vision to win in mobile you will not win in mobile

Customer centricity
The starting point for everything if to win in mobile

People and operations
Getting the right people & partners in place organized efficiently

Innovation
The realization that we need to do something drastically different and the resources to do so

Tech, data and automation
The enabler to win in mobile



KPI structures that supports the transformation

Mobile KPIs Transformational KPIs&

examples:
Mobile vs Desktop 

Conversion Rate

Mobile traffic vs 
conversions

examples:
% budget in 

experimental innovation

# of learnings

Weekly management dashboard



Required additional capabilities to win with Mobile

Capability Responsibility

Innovative/creative bus dev Mobile requires a completely new approach to customer interaction

Design Mobile design experience, understanding small screens

Software developers Continuous understanding of new modern web such as AMP

Conversion Rate Optimization (CRO) Continuous improvement of site



In house or outsource?
Two options:

1

2

Have things in house

Outsource, but with a qualified inhouse owner by area



Give everyone a voice

fixmobile@yourdomain.com



In a rapidly changing world, the only 
long-term sustainable strategy & competitive 
advantage is learning things faster than the 
world changes around you, and translating 

that into meaningful innovation



Setting your organization up for success

1

2

3

4

5

Move everything at the same time

Have KPIs supporting both mobile and transformation

Organize with one team around the customer journey

Get the right people in the right place

Always innovate



Let’s put this to work!





Over to you!



Your feedback is really important!
Go to: www.macademy17.com 

Click on: Survey

http://www.macademy17.nl


What’s next?



Let’s meet again in 2018!



Graduation 
ceremony



Social media: #mobileacademy

Google Mobile Academy

Share your accomplishment!



Graduation photo




